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The effect of intervalley redistribution of electrons, caused by uniaxial compression of a crystal, on 
the helical instability excitation criterion[l] in silicon is investigated experimentally and theoretically. 
The criteria for absolute or convective instability of helical waves are calculated as depending on the 
degree of intervalley redistribution of electrons (or pressure). Redistribution leads to an increase of 
ambipolar mobility. The perturbation drift therefore increases and the absolute instability criterion 
correspondingly increases. In the measurements of the threshold for excitation of oscillistor 
oscillations, an increase of the threshold by 2-3 times is observed when a pressure of "'400 kg/em' 
is applied along the ( 100 ) direction. 

1. Helical instability in a semiconductor plasma 
was first found by Ivanov and Ryvkin[I] , who observed 
current instability in Ge samples placed in a suffi
ciently strong longitudinal magnetic field. The results 
of these experiments were explained by Glicksman[I] 
on the basis of the Kadomtsev-Nedospasov helical in
stability theory [1], which was developed for the posi
tive-column plasma of a gas discharge. 

The excitation of helical instability [1] in an elec
tron-hole plasma of a semiconductor placed in a suffi
ciently strong longitudinal magnetic and electric field 
is due to the spatial separation of the fluctuations of 
the densities of the electrons and holes in the electron 
field. As a result of this separation, transverse
fluctuation components of the electric field appear and 
hinder the accumulation of charge. In the presence of a 
constant magRetic field, drift fluxes are produced in 
these fields and can lead to a growth of the initial den
sity and potential perturbations. Under conditions of a 
multivalley structure of the conduction band (germanium, 
silicon, etc.), the degree of population of the valleys, 
owing to the anisotropy of the mobility in different 
valleys, can strongly influence the summary drift 
flux and accordingly the criterion to the excitation of 
helical instability in semiconductors (oscillistor). 

Under ordinary conditions, when the external influ
ences are small or nonexistent, all the valleys in Ge 
and Si are equivalent (are uniformly populated with 
electrons). We can therefore introduce for a scalar 
mobility all the electrons and disregard the Singulari
ties of the band structure, if the time of the inter-valley 
scattering is small. This approximation is used in all 
papers on oscillistor theory. In the case of nonuniform 
population of the valleys, the anisotropic mobility has 
a strong influence on the characteristics of the oscillis
tor, and it is necessary to take into account in the 
calculations the real band structure of the semicon
ductor. 

In the present paper we present the results of a 
theoretical and experimental investigation of helical 
instability in silicon, when the intervalley redistri
bution of the electrons is due to uniaxial compression 
of the crystal in the (100) direction. The equal-energy 
surfaces of silicon near the bottom of the conduction 
band are described by six ellipsoids pairwise placed qn 
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three mutually perpendicular axes «100), (OlD), (DOl». 
When the crystal is compressed (or stretched) in one 
of these directions, a maximum redistribution of the 
electrons among the valleys takes place (population or 
depletion of the valleys disposed in the strain direc
tion)[3]. No intervalley redistribution of the electrons 
takes place upon compression in the (111) direction, 
and the criterion for the excitation of the helical in
stability is practically independent of the pressure. 

2. The theoretical analysis was carried out for the 
case of a surface helical wave [4], inasmuch as in the 
stationary state the electron-hole distribution is prac
tically uniform over the section of the sample (the 
surface-recombination rate is much lower than the rate 
of ambipolar diffusion). The calculations were performed 
within the framework of the two-valley model; it was as
sumed that the electron gas consists of two ensembles, in 
which the electrons have different mobilities along and 
across the electric field. The electron mobility in the 
first ensemble will be designated ~I and iJ.l respec
tively in the compression direction and perpendicular 
to it (this ensemble is the equivalent of two valleys dis
posed along (100». In the second ensemble, correspond
ing to four equivalent valleys disposed along the (OlD) 
and (DOl) axes, the electron mobility is practically iso
tropic and coincides with the largest mobility (iJ.l in 
this case). This model, as will be shown later on, de
scribes well the real situation in silicon. 

The stability was calculated for a cylindrical sample. 
The constant electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields are 
directed along the z axis (the sample was compressed 
in the same direction: the crystal axis (100) or (111) 
was oriented along z). We consider potential (E'=-Vcp') 
quasineutral (ni + nil + pi) perturbations of the type 
A=AI(r) exp(i,.t!t -imcp -ikz). The prime pertains to 
perturbed quantities, and the Roman number labels the 
valley. It was assumed that (iJ.l,IIH/c)2« 1. 

With the aid of the motion and continuity equations 
for the electrons of each valley and for the holes we 
can derive equations for the perturbed electron densi
ties (nu, n1H), the holes (PI), and the potential (CPI): 

. . . 1" _, ( T) n" nUl n,,(uu + Ikfl"E)+-,-(fll.L - Ie fl,,) nol'p, - ---n" +---= 0, (1) 
ro e 't12 '{21 

(.. fll. " _, ( T) nUl nil nllI uU+lkfll.E)+-, (L-le) no"<p,--n,,, +----=0, 
~ e ~ ~ 

(2) 
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where 
r 

X=-, 
ro 

ro is the radius of the sample, k = kro, T is the carrier 
temperature, and 712 and 721 are the intervalley transi
tion times. In the derivation of (1)-(3) we used the 
Einstein relation Di = T J.LJ e, where Di is the diffusion 
coefficient. 

Recognizing that the time of the intervalley transi
tions in silicon, both at room temperature and at liquid
nitrogen temperature, is much shorter than the charac
teristic times of the oscillistor and the ambipolar dif
fusion times (Do 7 «r~, where 7= 712721/( 712 + 721) '" 10-10 
sec [5]), we can greatly simplify Eqs. (1) and (2). Using 
the relation 

Im(Y1,2X) is a Bessel function of first order and of 
imaginary argument. 

Substituting the solutions (6) in the boundary condi
tions (5) we can obtain, after eliminating the integration 
constants (C1' C2), the dispersion equation 

b' 
y,y,(y,' - y,')~ 1m' (y,)/m' (y,)- imH[y.Im' (y,)lm(Y') - y,lm' (y,)/m (y,)) 

ill. 

[ bb 1+~0 + no(1+il.L) (b'+b-' ' ') 
X "no(1 + il.L) b, " y, y, 

+b (1 - )(1 -) (1-il.Lno) (il.L- n) ]-,-. H [ ( , , + I-L.c - no + _ (1 ) , lnt y,y, y.Im y,)lm (y,) 
no +il.c 

- y,lm (y,) I",' (y,) )[b,no(1 + il.c) + b,(1- il.cno) j+ imH[yz'/m (y,)/m' (y,) 

- y,'lm (y,) I",' (y,) ][ b,no(1 + il.c) + b, (il.c - no)) = O. (7) 

Using the expansion of the Bessel functions in the terms 
of the small argument, we analyzed this relation for the 
helical mode. We confined ourselves to the first two 

nil = fp" (4) terms of the expansion, since allowance for the next 

which is obtained by subtracting Eqs. (1) and (2) with terms doe.s ~ot influence the thresho~d ~haracteristics 
with allowance for the smallness of the intervalley transi- of the oscllhstor. We present the prmclpal results. 
tion times, and also the quasineutrality condition, we ob- The instability criterion (1m w < 0) is given by 
tain after adding (1) and (2) the relatively simple equation 

p,[iiii + iE(il.c + fa,)) + [7i'(fa, + il.c) - ilJ:,jfi' 
+ (il.c n,l:'-a,7i')!ji,=O, 

where 
- p, 
Pl=-, 

po 

E=E kro'e 
T ' 

no = nOI + n01I 1 nOI, 11 = nOl, III POt at = P.n - jlJ.t 

a, = P'lIn" + il.cnOlh illl,.c = J.111, .c/J.1h' 

1 1 nOl 
f=: "'----

1 + 1:"h" 1 + non/nOl no 

(4') 

Relation (4) has a simple meaning: the fluctuations of 
the electron density in each of the valleys are propor
tional to the stationary concentrations of the electrons 
in these valleys. Equations (3) and (4) are the starting 
pOints for the subsequent calculations. 

The boundary conditions can be obtained by integrat
ing Eqs. (3) and (4') over an infinitesimally thin layer 
near the surface of the sample. For a low rate of sur
face recombination, these conditions correspond to the 
vanishing of the radial hole flux and the summary elec
tron flux on the surface of the sample: 

dljl. _ dp,. _ 
Txno-Tx+ tmHil.c(noCj),- p,) Ix~' =0, 

where i1=J.LhH/c. The solutions of (3) and (4') are 

where Y1,2 =.rz;;;. are the solutions of the quadratic 
equation 

b,b,z' - z (b,b, - b,b, + b.b,) - b,b, - b,b, = O. 

Here 

b, = iiii (1 - il.cno) + iE[il.c (1 + no) + 'fa,] + 7i'[il.c (1- no) -+ fa,). 
b, = 7i'(il.cno + a,), b, = 2il.cno, b, = -il.L(1- no), 

b, = iiii(1 + il.cii,) + iE[il.c(1- no) + Ta,] + 7i'[il.c(1 + no) + 'fa,), 
b. = Ji'(il.cno - a,), b, = -il.c(1 + no), 
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( 5) 

(6) 

EH> 3k.cDh, (1 + il.cno) [il.c(2 + no) + 'fa, + a,) . 

ntJ.1h' il.cno(1 + il.c) (1 + il.c + Ta,) , 

the value of the wave vector at which the excitation 
criterion is minimal is 

kn'= 18 il.c(1+no) . 
ro' 3 il.c (2 + no) + 'fa, + a, ' 

(8) 

(9) 

the oscillation frequency near the excitation threshold is 

_ k E il.c (no - 1) - fa, 
WIt - Jll-tll 1 T P-l. Ii " . (10) 

Expression (10) is valid when the ambipolar mobility 
differs from zero: 

If J.Ll = J.LII, then expressions (8)-(10) coincide with the 
results obtained assuming scalar mobility of the elec
trons [4]. 

The criteria for absolute and convective instability 
of the helical modes are the same if J.La = 0 [4], inasmuch 
as in this case there is no drift of the perturbations 
along the electric field. If J.La;o' 0, then the criterion (8) 
coincides with the condition for the onset of convective 
instability [4] or of spatial amplification (along the z 
axis) of the helical waves (1m k > 0) at the threshold fre
quency. The criterion of absolute instability of helical 
waves is more stringent. For this instability to occur 
it is necessary that the drift flux causing this instability 
be larger than the summary diffusion flux and the flux 
due to the ambipolar drift along the electric field that 
leads to a drift of the perturbations. The criterion for 
absolute instability, obtained in analogy with [4] (the 
linear response of the system with dispersion (7) to a 
perturbation in the form of a Ii-function in space and 
in time) is given by 

E'H' >, 64c'D: 
1', 'f,l/," (1 + fl.c)' [fl.c (1 + no) + Ta,l' 

(11) 

x {i- fl.c(1 + no) [fl.c(2 + no)+ fa, + a.)+~ ( roEJ.1h )' [il.c(no -1)- 'fa,)'} , _ - 64 Dh . 

This expression was obtained in the approximation 
I ILl(1io -1) -Ta11« 1. Inasmuch as (roEJ.LWDh)2 »1, the 
criterion (11) depends strongly on the value of the ambi
polar mobility. The corresponding threshold value of HE 
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FIG. I. Theoretical plots of the criterion 
of absolute instability (curve 1) and convec
tive instability (curve 2) of helical waves vs. 
the degree of intervalley redistribution of 
the electrons. On the left-stretching, on 
the right-compression. 

is minimal when f.La=O. Within the framework of the 
~odel used in the present paRer, this corresponds to 
no = 11/15 if f.Ll/ f.L II = 5 (see [5 for the case of silicon). 
With increasing! f.La!, when the crystal is compressed 
or stretched, the threshold for the excitation of the ab
solute instability increases because the ambipolar drift 
of the perturbation becomes stronger. The criterion 
for the excitation of the convective instability (8) does 
not depend on the ambipolar mobility and should de
crease when the crystal is stretched, since the electrons 
move into the valley with the larger mobility in the di
rection of the electric field. 

Figure 1 shows the calculated threshold plots of 
(HE)p!(HE)p=O of the absolute instability (curve 1) and 
convective instability (curve 2) as functions of the degree 
of the intervalley redistribution (nQI/nou) and of the 
pressure P for an injection level i'io = 11/15. Within the 
framework of the two-valley model, zero pressure 
corresponds to novnou = %. The ratio of the concentra
tion in the valleys was connected with the pressure in 
the following manner [5] 

nO! 1 L.uP 
~=2exp (ctt-cl:!)kT' 

where ~u = 8 eV for silicon (the deformation-potential 
constant), Cll = 1.67 dyne/cm", and C12 = 0.65X 1012 

dyne/ cm2 • As seen from this figure, even at a slight 
redistribution the excitation threshold of the absolute 
instability increases sharply, regardless of the de
formation direction, this being due to the increase of 
! f.La!' The criterion of convective instability depends 
much less on the degree of redistribution of the elec
trons (pressure); upon compression, the amplification 
threshold increases somewhat, since the electrons 
move into the valley with low mobility along the elec
tric field, and decreases in the case of tension. 

3. The experiments were performed at liquid-nitro
gen pressure in order, on the one hand, to increase the 
carrier mobility, and on the other ensure a sufficient 
transfer of the electrons undur small compression. The 
samples were oriented in a definite direction (111), 
(100») and were cut from a p-type single crystal with 
p(300"K) = 1900 Q- cm; the hole density Po = 5 X 1012 cm- 3 

was determined from measurements of the Hall effect. 
The sample dimensions were 1x 1x 10 mm. To ensure 
a low surface-recombination rate, the samples were 
etched in a mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric acids 
(ratio 1:8) at t=O°C. The samples had four contacts 
each. The end contacts and one of the lateral contacts 
were ohmic and were prepared by fUSing-in pure 
aluminum at 700°C in a vacuum in a 10-5 mm Hg vacuum. 
The lateral injecting contact was produced by fusing-in 
gold with 0.5% antimony added at 550°C in the same 
vacuum. 

The schematic diagram of the installation for the 
measurement of the influence of uniaxial compression 
on the oscillistor effect is shown in Fig. 2a. The uni-
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of installation (a) and time schedule (b) 
of the drawing (Ud) and injecting (Uj) fields. U--typical waveform of 
resultant oscillations. 

FIG. 3. Experimental (I, 2) and theoretical (3-5) plots of the 
absolute-instability criterion vs. pressure for different injection levels. 

axial compression was produced by an ordinary lever
actuated press, To prevent noticeable heating of the 
sample, pulsed electric fields were used, The drawing 1) 

field (Ud) had a duration 130-150 sec, and the injecting 
field (Ui), 80-100 sec. The time schedules of the draw
ing and injecting field, and also a typical waveform (U_) 
of the resultant oscillations (f::::(1-2)X 106 Hz) are shown 
in Fig. 2b. This sequence of turning on the drawing and 
injecting fields makes it possible to monitor the onset 
of oscillistor oscillations when the injecting field is 
turned on. The magnetic field ranged from 1-5 kOe, 
while the drawing electric field was ::::120 V/cm (and 
was practically constant). The injection level was 
maintained constant during the course of the measure
ments and was chosen such that the amplitude was 
maximal in the absence of compression. 

Figure 3 shows the experimental plots of the gen
eration threshold against the pressure for injection 
levels Do:::: 0.7 (curve 1) and Do:::: 0.8 (curve 2). Even a 
very slight redistribution of the electrons (P = 100 
kgf/cm2 ; nQI/nou::::0.54) initiates a rapid growth of the 
threshold value of HE. Curves 3,4, and 5 correspond 
to the theoretical pressure dependences of the absolute
instability criterion (11) for no= 11/15,12/15, and 13/15, 
respectively. 

It is seen from the foregoing data that the results 
of calculations in the two-valley-model approximation 
agree well with the experimental data, viz., a sharp in
crease in the threshold value of HE with increaSing 
pressure is observed for the crystallographic direc
tion (100), whereas for the direction (111) the values 
of the threshold fields remain practically unchanged. 

l)By drawing and injection fields are meant the fields between the end 
and lateral contacts, respectively. 
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